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Agenda 

 Goals for SPDX 2.0 

 How does Modeling fit into the spec development 

process? 

 SPDX 1.2 Model 

 SPDX 2.0 Model 

 What does the 2.0 model changes mean to the 

Spec? 

 What hasn’t changed?  
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Why 2.0? 

 The primary goal of SPDX version 2.0 is to 

increase adoption, specifically in the generation 

and consumption of SPDX documents, through the 

support of key use cases that arise when managing 

larger portfolios and the relationships that are 

created as software packages progress through the 

supply chain: 

 Support supply chain relationships 

 Support more complex package/subpackage/file 

relationships 

 
Source: SPDX 2.0 Requirements Document 
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Where does modeling fit in? 

Model 

Use Cases 

Spec. 

•Use cases collected from user community 

•Use cases analyzed, prioritized 

•Model built on the domain knowledge 

•“Simulates” reality 

•Parts can be abstract 

•Highlights trade-offs (esp. complexity) 

•Can be tested against the use cases 

•Document the actual properties based on 

the model 
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SPDX 1.2 
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SPDX 2.0 
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Implications on the Spec 

 Relationships – anything can relate to anything else 

 Documents can relate to other documents 

 Packages can relate to subpackage 

 Files can relate to other files 

 Etc., etc., etc. 

 Relationships denote usage 

 We can easily add more copyrightable item types 

(e.g. Snippets) 

 Annotations provide a mechanism for a changelog 
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What has not changed? 

 Quite a bit remains unchanged 

 We still have Packages, Files, Licenses 

 License structure is completely unchanged 

 

 Approximately 70% of the spec remains unchanged 

 Most of the changes are additions 

 A very small number of the 1.2 fields will be “deprecated” 

– they will still work but an alternative field will be 

encouraged 

 


